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The Wiley Ones set to release new Speed Drawing Music Video for “Kill it with Love” 
 
 

The Wiley Ones want to kill you again - with love. 
 
Phoenix based band, The Wiley Ones recently finished a creative new music video project 
with speed drawing visionary Nathan Shields, and all members of the project are pumped 
and ready to share this artistic collaboration with the world.  The music video was created 
for the title track off their sophomore album “Kill it with Love”. 
 
The music video portrays the message behind the lyrics of the “Kill it with Love” song 
through speed drawing to match the music.  A challenging endeavor to say the least, both 
Sam, Jay, and Nathan communicated back and forth until the final creative plan was in 
place.  In the end, the creative concept and story board for the music video were formed by 
Sam Wiley and bassist Jay Nottingham and the final drawings and video we’re produced by 
sketch artist Nathan Shields.      
 
“Creating the video for Kill It with Love was a fun and challenging project for me.  I wanted 
to use a somewhat "dark and messy" style to complement concepts from the song.  The 
image ideas came from guitarist/lead singer Sam Wiley and bassist Jay Nottingham’s 
original drawing notes, and were rendered in chalk and ink on brown paper.  The Wiley 
Ones put a high value on creativity and artistic freedom, making them ideal partners in this 
endeavor” 
 
The title song, “Kill it with Love,” emphasizes the power of love to overcome pain and 
negativity in any situation, a theme originally born from Sam Wiley’s experience of 
heartbreak from past relationships.   
 
“Wow, what can I say?  This song means a lot to me and working with Nathan was truly fun 
and inspiring.  To be able to combine artistic creative expression in such a professional 
manner is uncanny to say the least.  So refreshing!  I wanted to use powerful imagery to 
somehow convey the message of the song and Nathan helped me hit the nail on the head.  
This is definitely one of our best music videos to date” 
 
Music Video Link: http://youtu.be/c2n76PzKqrI  
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